Heliostat Consortium: Gap Analysis on Wind Load for Achieving a Fully Competitive Heliostat Industry
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Abstract. The Heliostat Consortium (HelioCon) Wind Load Subtask was initiated with the aim of bringing research work pertaining to wind load measurement, characterization, and prediction taking place across several tasks, including Advanced Manufacturing, Components and Controls, and Field Deployment. The cross-cutting wind load subtopic in the HelioCon roadmap report [1] highlighted standardized methods and tools that are needed for a more detailed understanding of the static and dynamic loads on a heliostat. This will enable cost reduction of wind-dependent heliostat components to avoid unnecessarily conservative, overly constrained designs and increase field efficiency/reliability, to reduce the risk of component failures due to high-wind events (>15 m/s). Gaps related to heliostat wind load include site characterization for wind measurements, critical load cases for heliostat design, turbulence impacts on heliostat tracking error, testing of heliostat array configurations, understanding spatial variation of maximum loads across the solar field, and heliostat field layout and operating strategies. The recommended highest-priority pathway as first steps taken by HelioCon to address these gaps are to develop site characterization guidelines for heliostat design and field load measurements.
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1. Introduction

Heliostat fields are generally located on open terrain within the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), which imposes unsteady loads on heliostat drives, torque tube, pylon, foundation, as well as mirror mechanical support components. The wind load bearing heliostat components are designed for two conditions:

1. Serviceability with required stiffness to minimize local deformations and displacement of the mirror surface during operation (Figure 1a), typically with a maximum slope error in the order of 1 mrad at all orientations.

2. Survivability with sufficient strength to resist the maximum loads during high-wind events, either in operation or when the heliostat surface is aligned horizontally in the stow position (Figure 1b).

Static wind loads on heliostats are conventionally determined using non-dimensional aerodynamic coefficients that account for the heliostat shape depending on the structural design and ABL turbulence due to the surface roughness of a field site. Wind load coefficients...
are used in combination with stow and survival design wind speeds to estimate the bending and torsional loads at the hinge and base of the heliostat pylon resisted by the torque tube, pedestal, and foundation.

Dynamic wind loads, induced by coupling between transient wind fluctuations and dynamic properties of the heliostat reflective structure, unsteady pressure distributions and oscillations of the heliostat surface, impact tracking accuracy and overall optical performance of the heliostat field [2, 3]. Detailed understanding of the static loads and dynamic response of a heliostat design with respect to the local wind conditions at field sites are critical to:

1. Reducing conservative manufacturing safety factors, tolerances and material cost.
2. Increasing field efficiency and reliability and thus reduce risk of component failures due to high-wind events.

Determination of accurate heliostat design loads for site-specific low-altitude wind characteristics are important to reduce uncertainty and increase confidence in heliostat performance measures with a potential to reduce finance risk, O&M and replacement costs. However, such favorable outcomes may be offset by repeated non-reoccurring engineering costs and component validation if each site requires different designs or components based on site-specific typical meteorological year (TMY) weather analysis.

The layout of heliostat fields in power tower plants have been optimized primarily with respect to the optical efficiency of a field, which generally doesn’t account properly for wind load [2]. Design wind loads are usually determined on a single isolated heliostat in operating positions (Figure 1a) and stow position (Figure 1b) parallel to the ground during high-wind conditions. Within a heliostat field (Figure 1c), the mean flow and turbulence characteristics can be significantly different from the incoming atmospheric flow. The wind loads on heliostats in a field therefore vary from those of a single heliostat conventionally adopted for uniform field design to counter increases in manufacturing cost and quality deviation of multiple heliostat designs in a field.
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**Figure 1.** Flow field aerodynamics and wind loads vary between (a) operating positions and (b) horizontal stow position for individual heliostats and (c) heliostats in field arrangements. Photographs taken by Matthew Emes at the Plataforma Solar de Almeria (PSA), Spain.

### 2. State of the art in heliostat wind load

Heliostat wind load measurement, characterization and prediction have been identified by various industry, academic and government stakeholders as a crucial design consideration in review studies for CSP best practices [4, 5]. Current best practice is static and dynamic load measurements on scale-model heliostats in boundary layer wind tunnels to characterize controlled wind loading through non-dimentionalized coefficients and surface pressure distributions as inputs to finite element analysis (FEA) models and analytical approaches.
based on wind codes for buildings with fundamental natural frequencies smaller than 1 Hz [6, 7]. Full-scale prototype testing also exists for dynamic load analysis but is scarcely published in the literature. Development of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models to complement wind tunnel and field measurements is ongoing, however they are computationally expensive with limited capability to accurately reproduce practical atmospheric wind conditions and resolve small-scale turbulence structures of relevance to operational heliostat wind loads.

2.1. Static and dynamic wind load measurement and modelling techniques

Heliostat design methods for aerodynamic load coefficients pioneered by Peterka et al. [8] considered the effect of longitudinal turbulence intensity on peak wind loads [9]. Part-depth atmospheric boundary layer simulations in wind tunnels have been established by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the University of Adelaide for wind load analysis on scale-model heliostats based on dimensional analysis and similarity of turbulence spectra and force balance techniques [5, 10, 11]. Field measurement techniques for dynamic wind loads have been established by Sandia National Laboratories and German Aerospace Center through mode shape and frequency analysis on vortex shedding, beam deviation and tracking error [3, 12, 13]. The state of the art techniques for wind load measurement on heliostats include:

- High-frequency force balance method (at up to 1 kHz) for determining wind load coefficients of drag forces and base overturning moments.
- Integration of surface pressure distribution through pressure taps on upper and lower surface (at up to 1 kHz) are commonly adopted for lift forces, hinge moments and dynamic load analysis.
- Strain gauges, load cells, and accelerometers are robust and can be mounted on full-scale heliostats in atmospheric conditions to characterize dynamic heliostat behavior. Load cells (at up to 1 kHz) provide three-dimensional force and moment measurements and offer robust operation in outdoor conditions.
- Dynamic strain gauges offer high sensitivity (500 mV/g) measurements of strain with accurate frequency and damping characteristics even at low wind speeds [12].
- Tri-axial accelerometers identify mode shapes and frequencies of a heliostat structure and dynamic response through hammer-excited and wind-excited testing [3].
- Multi-camera dynamic photogrammetry techniques offer increased resolution of wind-induced dynamic response of Stellio heliostat at low frequencies [13].
- Beam characterization system (BCS) measurement of wind-induced aiming error [14].

Matching of turbulence spectra in the reduced frequency range corresponding to full-scale load distributions provides consistent maximum relative load distributions [15, 16]. Integral length scales of the turbulent eddies in the atmospheric surface layer relative to the heliostat structure characteristic length correlates strongly with maximum wind loads in stow position [17], and at a 90 degree elevation [18]. Heliostat models with a geometric scaling ratio of 1:20 show similarity of longitudinal spectra for operating loads, whereas a scaling ratio of 1:60 with smaller dimensions show similarity of vertical spectra for stow loads [5]. Square-mirrored heliostats are subject to smaller torsional loading than PV arrays, but azimuth moments and lift forces increase with increasing heliostat mirror aspect ratio [10]. Single heliostat structure CFD models of heliostats have been investigated to complement wind tunnel studies on rigid/static behavior of structures. These are mostly steady RANS based simulations with restricted generation of turbulent inflow conditions. Unsteady simulations with complex array configurations are computationally expensive and are being used sparingly to study deep array effects on collector structures [2, 19, 20].
2.2. Atmospheric Boundary Layer characterization at heights relevant to heliostats

Wind characterization is crucial at site selection. In practice during operation of a CSP central receiver field, heliostats are stowed based on a 3-second gust wind speed [3]. The moving average gust speed over 3 seconds at a 10 m height, defined by the World Meteorological Organization, is adopted by most national weather services and measured by cup anemometers (1 Hz) at automatic weather stations. Second-generation heliostats defined with a maximum operational design gust wind speed of 22 m/s and a stow survival design wind speed of 40 m/s at a 10-m height based on a 100-year mean recurrence interval [21]. Heliostat design wind speeds for maximum operating and stow configurations are specified using local/regional wind maps in national wind codes with limited frequency and resolution of historical wind measurements at the proposed field site. Strategies for stowing heliostats are conventionally applied uniformly to the entire, or subsets, of a heliostat field based on point measurement of wind gust velocity at or near the field site [22]. Annual CSP field efficiency models conventionally input TMY hourly or daily averaged wind data [5].

Mesoscale simulations performed using a numerical weather prediction model, such as weather research and forecasting (WRF), typically contain key atmospheric flow physics and are designed to reproduce dynamic features in the atmosphere. Mesoscale simulations have been advanced significantly in the last couple of decades and are being used to predict synoptic and mesoscale processes associated with extratropical cyclones, fronts, and jets. These mesoscale weather models also include techniques to assimilate a wide range of direct and indirect observation types, from traditional in situ surface and upper-air data to satellite-based measurements [23]. Mesoscale WRF models were developed using data from neutral stability conditions and sparse field measurements over large domain sizes with horizontal grid resolution on the order of 1 km. However, increased spatial resolution on the order of 10 m is needed to accurately represent the complex terrain features and similarity functions in the atmospheric surface layer [24] and thus resolve temporal wind fluctuations and turbulence length scales that impact heliostat wind loads.

2.3. Wind load predictions and reduction techniques in the field

Wind load predictions using aerodynamic coefficients on single heliostats in different roughness terrains (and therefore turbulence levels) are commonly applied to stress analysis equations and FEA models for sizing of the pedestal, torque tube and foundation and sensitivity analysis of weight and cost of structural components under wind loads on heliostats of different sizes. The impact of shielding and blocking effects on reduced static loads and dynamic amplification effects on in-field heliostats needs to be quantified with synchronous load and flow measurements in a heliostat field. This is complicated by time-varying heliostat configurations. The shielding effect for wind protection and dust mitigation has been investigated and adopted using perimeter fences in heliostat fields. Reductions in wind speed and turbulence of the incoming atmospheric boundary layer can be achieved using fences; however, the porosity and height of fence required to be effective in a field of heliostats requires further investigation [25]. Retrofit devices mounted to the edge of a heliostat present an alternative method to reduce loads and internal mass reduction of heliostats on the inner field similar to that adopted in parabolic trough fields [4] requires further feasibility and techno-economic analysis.

3. Wind load gap analysis

The top-ranked highest-priority gaps on wind load in Table 1 would have an impact on heliostat technology deployment, and eventually the growth of the heliostat industry, if not addressed.
To neglect these gaps would significantly increase risks related to the performance and financing of CSP projects.

Based on preliminary assessment of data available from published studies and parametric analysis of turbulence-load correlations, it has been estimated that wind site characterization (WL1) is of significant impact to design loads and cost of heliostats. Considering average turbulence intensities and length scales at field sites ranging from flat desert to open country terrains and noting the lack of standards for defining a gust load event and design wind speed specifications, the estimated maximum reduction of 10% ($13/m²) in total heliostat installed cost corresponds to an LCOE reduction of 3% with respect to a baseline commercial heliostat installed cost of $140/m² [26]. This justifies effort toward advanced wind characterization techniques for design wind speed and load evaluation at site selection.

Better understanding of wind turbulence parameters and their impact on the fluctuating component of tracking error (WL2) are estimated to provide a cost benefit through approximated savings of up to $5/m² on drive systems of small heliostats without adversely impacting field performance. However, maintaining high-accuracy actuation systems in state-of-the-art heliostat designs to drive field performance improvements may also necessitate structural steel component wall thickness to be adapted for changes in wind conditions.

Wind loads on heliostats in fields (WL3) are strongly dependent on heliostat field density, or the non-dimensional spacing between the heliostats with respect to the mirror chord (windward) length. Shielded inner rows at high field density can be subject to considerably lower mean wind loads while simultaneously facing less stringent pointing and beam quality requirements due to their proximity to the tower. This may allow the design of lighter in-field heliostats with a larger allowable deflection under reduced wind loads while delivering adequate performance. However, the peak wind loads in high-density field regions can be increased above those on a single heliostat, such as a 30% increase in lift forces on a heliostat in stow [27] and a 40% increase in maximum operating hinge moment [28]. Such load amplifications for limiting cases are likely to be caused by the increased unsteadiness of flow in the wake of upstream operating heliostats at distances up to 8 chord lengths [29] and increased centre of pressure movement further from the central elevation axis than in the case of a single heliostat [28]. Load variation within heliostat fields is not well understood and difficult to characterize. Nevertheless, through measurements on instrumented heliostats in field sectors and analysis of their deflection and its dependence on spatial relationships to other heliostats (and the tower), analytical models of wake flow interactions and load distributions may be developed and combined with dynamic performance impacts.

Using data available from published wind tunnel studies, it has been estimated that design standards for determining design wind load coefficients and safety factors (WL4) is of crucial importance. Considering the uncertainties of scaling model data in wind tunnel experiments to full-scale designs and conservative extreme value analysis methods to estimate maximum wind loads corresponding to the range of critical load case heliostat configurations, we tentatively estimate an LCOE reduction at least equivalent to WL1 with decreased total heliostat installed cost and increased energy production. Standardized approaches that focus on heliostat structural shapes and their dynamic behavior would contribute to more flexible stow strategies and improved accuracy of peak wind load estimations compared with conservative predictions using standards for buildings.

Table 1. Highest priority gap analysis on wind load.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gaps</th>
<th>Addressing Strategy</th>
<th>Recommended Pathway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WL1: Insufficient wind measurement and</td>
<td>To provide recommendations and guidelines for the required</td>
<td>Analyse high-frequency DNI and wind data, define site</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusions and future work

The HelioCon wind load subtask has developed two work plans: the first is to address gaps WL1 and WL4 to develop wind load and site characterization guidelines for heliostat design. The objective is to develop methodology and draft guidelines to convert wind measurement and load data into effective design decisions for spatially specific mass reduction of heliostat supporting structures. The second work plan is to address gaps WL2 and WL3 to develop heliostat field wind load models with optical performance impacts, with the objective of determining the impact of heliostat field wind loads on cost and field performance using relationships between dynamic tracking error, slope error, field layout, and terrain roughness. The approach proposed to complete these tasks includes wind tunnel and field measurements at the University of Adelaide Atmospheric Boundary Layer Research Facility (ABLRF) to correlate heliostat tracking angles and wind turbulence with wind loads. This will be complemented at the Sandia National Laboratories National Solar Thermal Test Facility (NSTTF) with in-field synchronous measurements of wind-induced optical slope error and tracking error effects on field thermal energy capture and flux distribution. National Renewable Energy Laboratory will develop a CFD model on wind loads on single heliostat validated against the University of Adelaide wind tunnel data and deep array effects validated against heliostat field data.
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